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This pack is suitable 
for learners aged 
4-5 years old or 
kinder and 1st 
graders (USA). The 
content covers fact 
files and relevant 
basic and advanced 
activities involving 
counting numbers. 
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Is it true that the number of easter eggs below are 4?

4

Do you know what we celebrate 
on the first full moon of April? It 
is Easter! Join us to find out 
what activities we can do during 
Easter.



Counting is an act of determining the quantity or the total 
number of objects. When counting, we need to say the 

numbers in order, while assigning the value of a value to an 
item. 

COUNTING NUMBERS

DEFINITION OF SUBTRACTION

We use counting numbers in everyday life. When we see 
birds, and if we want to know how many they are, we are 

actually using the concept of counting. If we want to know the 
number of easter eggs they hid in the park, also if we want to 
know the total number of treats they got during the Easter. We 

simply count them using numbers to know their quantity. 

How many Easter bunnies are there?

There are 5 Easter bunnies. 

APPLICATION OF 
COUNTING NUMBERS



 COUNTING NUMBERS BASIC

Can you draw 5 easter eggs then design each 
of them?

When we count our fingers, we count as... 

1
2 3 4

5 6

7 8 9
10

We have 10 fingers. 

When we count the eggs below, we count them as... 

1 2 3 4 5

We have 5 easter eggs. 

After million, 
billion, and trillion 
are quadrillion, 
quintillion, 
sextillion, 
septillion, octillion, 
nonillion, decillion, 
and undecillion. 

DID YOU KNOW?



TABLE  OF ACTIVITIES
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8 What’s the Number?

9 Easter Egg Competition
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Kinder

1st Grade



At the park, kids are celebrating Easter. Help these kids 
find the easter eggs that are hidden in the park. 

FINDING EASTER EGGS K
Basic 

Can you find 
all the easter 

eggs?

How many easter eggs were 
hidden in the park?

Answer:



Connect the chocolate treats in column A to the bunnies in 
column B. Do this by counting each set of items and find the 
set that has the same number of items in the other column.

CONNECT THE SAME K
Basic 

1.

2.

3.

4.

a.

b.

c.

d.



During Easter, many kids collect their treats. But they 
suddenly mixed up all the treats they got. Help them count and 
identify their treats in the box.

EASTER TREATS K
Basic 

=

=

=

=



Kids start to prepare their costumes for Easter. Count the 
number things you can see during Easter and encircle the 
correct answer.

COUNT ON ME K
Basic 

 6     7     8

 5     6     7

 9     7     10



It seems that the kid is struggling with numbering the eggs. 
Help him count 1- 10 to fill the egg with the right number. 

FILL THE EGG K
Basic 

1 4

6 8

9

Can you fill the eggs 
for me to know how 

many eggs are 
there?



Today is the celebration of Easter, but this family wants to 
know how many steps they need to take to get to the park. 
Can you help them count how many steps they need by 
putting a number into the circles?

STEP COUNTING G1
Advanced

START

FINISH



Everyone is excited about Easter! Design the easter eggs by 
identifying the number before and after the digits labeled on 
the colored egg. Color the eggs based on what is stated in 
their right. 

BEFORE AND AFTER G1
Advanced

10 13 11
Before - Red
After - Green12

19

15

20 17 18

14 16 13

Before -Yellow
After - Blue

Before -Purple
After - Orange



The day is done, but the kids do not know the final number of 
treats that they have. Help them find the number of treats that 
they collected.

WHAT’S THE NUMBER G1
Advanced

Earlier, I collected some chocolate Easter eggs. And 
the number of chocolates that I have collected is 
between 17 and 19. How many chocolate Easter 
eggs have I collected?

Answer:

In the celebration of Easter, I gathered different treats 
from many people. The number of treats that I gather 
is between 14 and 16. How many Easter treats did I 
gather?

Answer:

During Easter, I go to different houses to collect 
some treats. I collected bunny lollipops and the 
number of bunny lollipops that I collected was 
between 18 and 20. How many bunny lollipops have 
I collected?

Answer:



Can you help the judges know if their counting is correct or 
wrong? Write yes if they are correct, and no if they are wrong. 
Also state the reason of your answer. 

EASTER EGG COMPETITION G1
Advanced

For this contestant, he counted the eggs and the total 
was 17. Is he right about the number of eggs that he 
found?

Answer: 

For this contestant, she counted the eggs and the total 
was 18. Is she right about the number of eggs that she 
found?

Answer: 



These kids are going to different places to celebrate Easter. 
They saw different things that were related to Easter. Help 
them count continuously by answering the questions.

WHAT’S NEXT? G1
Advanced

In the park, they were celebrating Easter day, and 
suddenly Elsa saw many bunnies in the park. Elsa 
counts the bunny, but she stops counting because she 
forgot what the next number was after 11. What 
number is next to 11 for her to finish counting?

Answer: 

While walking into the streets to collect some treats, 
Tom saw a different easter egg and counted it. Tom 
started counting, but he suddenly stopped when he 
reached 15 because he did not know what was next. 
Do you know what’s next after 15? What is it?

Answer: 

Mary was with her friends. They were going to go to 
the park to attend the celebration. They were 
welcomed with bunny decorations then she counted 
them. But when she reached 19, she got confused with 
what was next. Can you tell her what’s next to 19? 
Write the number below.

Answer: 



ANSWER GUIDE

Activity 1

1. There are 8 hidden easter eggs in the park.

Activity 2

1. D      2. C   3. A     4. B  

Activity 3

1. 8        2. 7         3. 10

Activity 4 Activity 5

Activity 6

Activity 7

1. 11 blue, 13 green   2. 18 yellow, 20 blue     3. 14 purple, 16 
orange 
Activity 8

1. 18       2. 15       3. 19

Activity 9

Activity 10

1. No, because the total number is 15.
2. No, because the total number is 20.

1. 12        2. 16
3. 20

1. 7     2. 6      3. 5     4. 10  

1.  2      2. 5      3. 5     4. 7      5. 10

1,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  7,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  13,  14,  15,  16, 17, 18, 
19



Copyright Notice

This resource is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International license.

You are free to:

● Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or 
format

● Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material

Under the following terms:

● Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link 
to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may 
do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that 
suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

● NonCommercial — You may not use the material for 
commercial purposes.

For more information on this license, visit the following link:

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/

Where possible, free-use images are sourced from online 
repositories such as Wikipedia and Wikimedia Commons. 
References and sources for images are provided in the speaker 
notes section of this document. 

Thank you!

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/


Thank you

Thank you so much for purchasing and downloading this 
resource.

We hope it has been useful for you in the classroom and that your 
students enjoy the activities.

For more teaching and homeschooling resources like this, don’t 
forget to come back and download the new material we add every 
week!

Thanks for supporting Helping With Math. We can provide 
teachers with low-cost, high-quality teaching and homeschooling 
resources because of our loyal subscribers and hope to serve you 
for many years to come.

- The Entire Helping With Math Team :)

https://helpingwithmath.com/worksheets/

